
Chapter 251:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

ALIENATION IN THE UPPER STRATA OF THE LAND OF

ORIGIN

The tentacles shook, and the eyes flashed with faint green light. The fierce
beast opened his eyes, with a green light in his eyes, roared and disappeared in
place.

Netherworld, when all the cats saw the fierce beast that became violent in the
light curtain, their expressions changed slightly, and they glanced at the
Heavenly Underworld Saint.

They all thought it was the Heavenly Underworld Saint who once again
increased the difficulty.

However, the Heavenly Underworld Saint was frozen in place at the moment,
his eyes widened, and his eyes were full of disbelief.

Then he frowned and said in a low voice: "This is impossible... how could this
be?"

Hearing the words of the Heavenly Underworld Saint, Yemu were stunned.

Yemu looked at the Heavenly Underworld Saint and asked: "Ancestor, what's
the matter?"

The Heavenly Underworld Saint shook his head slightly, his face was serious,
and he said, "This trial is cancelled."

"what?!"

Yemu and the others were all taken aback, showing a look of astonishment.

However, the Heavenly Underworld Saint did not explain, his face was cold, and
then he flicked in the air, the darkness surged, and the next moment, a dark
space door appeared.

The Heavenly Underworld Saint stepped into the space gate.
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The others watched the Heavenly Underworld Saint enter the space gate, and
they all looked at each other, looking at each other.

Just then, someone exclaimed: "Look at the light curtain!"

Everyone's complexion changed slightly, and they looked at the light curtain.

Ye Jing and the elf man are fighting the Dark Night Demon Wolf. The Dark Night
Demon Wolf's combat power is extremely strong. At this moment, the two
warlord-level Tianjiao can only suppress the Dark Night Demon Wolf.

At this moment, the dark night demon wolf suddenly roared and roared, and
then there were bulges on its body, as if something was about to come out of its
body.

The next moment, the surface of the body of the night demon wolf burst open,
and blood-stained tentacles protruded from its body, with strange dark green
eyes constantly turning.

After the tentacles emerged, an extremely powerful force emerged from the
body of the Night Demon Wolf.

Ye Jing and the elf man beside were all stunned when they saw this scene.

They felt a fatal threat, their bodies were cold and their scalp numb.

"This is... Alienated Beast?"

Ye Jing couldn't believe it.

The elf man looked shocked: "How is it possible?! There has never been an
alienated beast in the land of origin!"

It's not just them, even Yemuji's face changed drastically.

They finally understand why their ancestors cancelled this trial.

However, how could alienation occur in the underground layer of the origin? !

A crowd of cats are full of question marks.

At this moment, the dark night demon wolf with weird tentacles and eyes
roared, and dark green rays shot out from the dark night demon wolf's eyes and
directed at Ye Jing and the elf man.



The horrible dark green light carried a powerful and extremely fast speed, and
the two of them opened their eyes wide and were a little surprised.

They found that they couldn't avoid it.

At this moment, the Heavenly Underworld Sage appeared in front of the two of
them, and the darkness surging spontaneously, forming a black light curtain in
front of him, and the green light was blocked by the light curtain.

Seeing this scene, the Dark Night Demon Wolf roared, and then turned around
to escape.

The Heavenly Underworld Sage glanced at the Dark Night Demon Wolf, the
darkness surged, and instantly surrounded the Dark Night Demon Wolf,
squeezing it forcefully.

Click, click...

The Dark Night Demon Wolf let out a scream, and then it was directly crushed
into blood foam.

Ye Jing and the elf man came back to their senses, both of them still had a
lingering look in their eyes, their foreheads were full of cold sweat, and their
bodies were cold.

The Heavenly Underworld Sage glanced at the two of them, and then with a
stroke of his finger, a dark space door appeared.

He faintly said: "You leave first."

Ye Jing recovered, and nodded quickly: "Yes, ancestors!"

He and the elven man hurriedly stepped into the space gate. The next moment,
they appeared on the square, and saw Yemu and the few people, and the fear in
their hearts slowly disappeared.

In another area, even though Ye Heng and Yan Liang used the Breath-grabbing
combat technique, they were still discovered.

A huge black-shelled rock turtle blocked their way.

The black-shelled rock tortoise has a rich and weird green light in its eyes, and
the head that is the size of a car is covered with sarcomas, and there are eyes
on the sarcomas.



At this moment, all the eyes of the black-shelled rock turtle are staring at Ye
Heng and Yan Liang.

The pupils of the two contracted slightly, their faces solemn.

is only a king-level black-shelled rock turtle, but it makes them feel the same
danger as the king-level giant python they just encountered.

"Alienated fierce beasts? What's going on? How could alienated fierce beasts
appear in the land of origin?"

Yan Liang frowned and his face was extremely serious.

The same goes for Ye Heng beside : "I don't know, but it's definitely not a good
thing."

"Roar!!"

The black-shelled rock tortoise roared when the two were talking, and then
green lights shot out from the eyes and directed at Ye Heng and Yan Liang.

The power of the green light is extremely powerful, not even worse than the
previous imperial giant python's attack.

The two of them flickered, avoiding the green light. The black mist surging all
over Yan Liang, with four pairs of wings and one flap, appeared beside the
black-shelled rock turtle. The long sword slashed towards the black with sharp
sword light. The head of a rock turtle.

At this moment, a tentacle protruded from the shell of the black-shelled rock
tortoise, and the tentacle patted Yan Liang with fierce power.

Yan Liang's pupils contracted slightly, and he quickly closed the sword bar.

Boom!

The long sword collided with the tentacles, Yan Liang's body flew upside down,
and then green lights shot towards Yan Liang's location.

Yan Liang narrowed his eyes, flapped his wings again, disappeared in place,
avoiding the green light.

The green light fell on the rock wall, silently, and potholes appeared on the rock
wall.



Yan Liang glanced at the deep pothole and frowned slightly. Just when he was
about to attack again, the Heavenly Underworld Sage appeared in front of Yan
Liang and Ye Heng.

Seeing the Heavenly Underworld Saint, both of them were taken aback.

"Ancestor."

Yeheng respectfully said.

The Heavenly Underworld Sage nodded slightly and chuckled slightly:

"There is an abnormality in the Valley of Night, this trial is over, you leave here
first."

When he was speaking, darkness surged, enveloped the roaring black-shelled
rock turtle, and the sound of kakaka sounded.

The black-shelled rock tortoise let out a stern roar, and then was crushed to
flesh and blood.

Ye Heng and Yan Liang saw this scene, and their eyes were filled with awe.

Yeheng nodded: "Yes, ancestors."

The Heavenly Underworld Saint once again opened the dark space door, Ye
Heng and Yan Liang entered the space door and disappeared in place.

And the Heavenly Underworld Saint also disappeared in place again.

…………

In other areas, after hearing the roar of the fierce beast, Lu Yuan was still a little
confused, but soon, his face changed slightly.

Because, in his body, the Evolution Cube suddenly shook.

Lu Yuan's pupils contracted slightly, his eyes filled with surprise.

what happened? !

Evolution Cube didn't fluctuate before, why did it suddenly shake? ?



Just when Lu Yuan was uncertain, there was a roar. The next moment, Lu Yuan
felt the two breaths approaching quickly.

Those are two dark night wolves with pitch-black fur.

At this moment, these two dark night wolves have weird tentacles growing on
their bodies, and weird eyes are blinking on the tentacles at the same time.

Seeing these two dark night wolves, Lu Yuan slightly widened his eyes:

"Alienated fierce beast?!"

Ye Ye next to also contracted her pupils, and her expression fluctuated sharply.

In the place of origin, there should be no alienation.

At least, in the past so many years, the phenomenon of alienation has never
appeared in the place of origin.

But now, Lu Yuan and Yeye actually saw the alienated beast? !

This is totally unusual.

When the two of them were shocked, the two dark night wolves roared and
approached them.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly, Da Ri's spirit body was running at full force, the sun
flashed in his eyes, the sun inscription appeared on his forehead, and his hair
was shining with golden light.

Terrifying power emerged.

Lu Yuan pulled Ye Ye behind him, and said faintly, "This fierce beast is a little
weird, please pay attention."

After a stunned look at Lu Yuan's back, he nodded slightly: "Yeah."

The next moment, Lu Yuan's body disappeared in place, and a dazzling golden
light flashed on the epee.

Great Sun Spirit Body, Heigangjin, Bengtian Slash, all used.

Lu Yuan is now an explosive force in a regular state.



Like the sun's rays flashing, a hundred-meter-long golden sword light cut
across the darkness and slashed towards the night demon wolf.

The Dark Night Demon Wolf felt the threat and roared, the strange green aura
surged, and green light came out from each eye, shooting at the golden sword
light.

However, although the alienated Dark Night Demon Wolf's strength is much
stronger than before, it is still a little bit behind compared to Lu Yuan.

The golden sword light erased the green light with a crushing force, and the
sword light swept across the head of a dark night demon wolf.

嗤! !

The blood spewed out, with an evil green color, and fell on the ground, and the
ground made a sound of corrosion.

The corpse of the Night Demon Wolf fell to the ground, the tentacles twisted
and screamed, then turned into ashes and dissipated.

The remaining Dark Night Demon Wolf saw this, roared, turned around and
wanted to escape.

Lu Yuan's face was indifferent, and he instantly appeared beside the Dark Night
Demon Wolf, and the golden sword light pierced the darkness again, cutting the
Dark Night Demon Wolf into two pieces.

Watching the tentacles on the demon wolf corpse on the ground turn into ashes,
Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly.

He felt two breaths of unknown blending into his body.

The amount of this unknown breath is not a lot, and it is not even as good as the
previous B-grade alien substance, which is about the same as the C-grade alien
substance.

But Lu Yuan was still a little happy in his heart.

For Lu Yuan, as long as it is unknown, it is still good, at least it can transform the
Evolution Cube.

But soon, Lu Yuan's face became serious again.



He glanced at his surroundings, the previous battle fluctuations attracted the
attention of the nearby beasts.

At this moment, a lot of breath is approaching here.

Lu Yuan felt several auras from these breaths and even made him a fatal threat.

Those are the original imperial beasts. After the alienation, their strength has
skyrocketed again. Even if they are not as good as the imperial beasts, they are
still extremely powerful.

Lu Yuan thought that unless he was desperate to explode with all his strength,
perhaps he might have hoped to kill a few of them. If he only used the Great Sun
Spirit Body, the roaming starry sky, or even the glory of the Holy Light, I am
afraid that even one might not be an opponent.

too strong.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly.

At this moment, a figure appeared in front of Lu Yuan and Ye Ye.

Lu Yuan was taken aback, a little surprised, and then he took it for granted.

is the saint of heaven.

Since the trial is held in the Valley of Night, the Heavenly Underworld Saints
must be able to observe them by any means.

Now that there is an alienation phenomenon, it is strange that the Heavenly
Underworld Saint does not come.

This is not an ordinary situation, maybe this is the first time this happened in
the entire Origin?

Sky Underworld Sage glanced at the corpse on the ground, raised his eyebrows
slightly, glanced at Lu Yuan, and chuckled:

"You did it?"

Lu Yuan nodded: "Yes, Lord Sage."

"Yes, Yeye has a good friend."



He emphatically bit the word ‘friend’ and looked at Ye Ye with a hint of teasing
in his eyes.

Ye Ye looked away slightly, and did not look at each other with the Heavenly
Underworld Saint.

Lu Yuan: "……"

I always feel that these older people are a bit nasty.

Is it too long to live, and the character gets smaller and smaller?

Lu Yuan felt a little embarrassed.

But soon, the face of the Heavenly Underworld Saint became serious.

He glanced around, felt the breath that slowly approached, and chuckled softly:

"It seems that the situation here is a bit strange. You two leave here first, I have
to deal with the situation here."

Hearing this, Ye Ye nodded slightly.

And Lu Yuan thought for a while, and then he said, "Master Saint, can I stay and
help?"

Hearing this, Ye Ye was taken aback, suddenly turned her head to look at Lu
Yuan, she blinked and stretched out Lu Yuan’s hand:

"It's dangerous."

Lu Yuan glanced at Ye Ye, who was a little worried, and smiled: "Don't worry, I
have space combat skills. Even if it is dangerous, I can escape."

Lu Yuan naturally knew that it was a bit dangerous, but he possessed space
combat skills and Lu Yuan had a lot of operating space. He could only hunt and
kill the king-level fierce beasts to gain an unknown aura.

So many alienated fierce beasts can be regarded as a treasure for Lu Yuan, and
Lu Yuan does not intend to give up easily.

Every night fell silent~www.mtlnovel.com~ She thought about it, and then
nodded slightly. Ye Ye didn't say that she would stay too. She felt the strong



aura around her, and she also understood that her strength was far from that of
Lu Yuan. If she stayed, it would only distract Lu Yuan from taking care of her.

The Heavenly Underworld saint beside was slightly surprised when he heard Lu
Yuan's words.

He looked at Lu Yuan and said with a chuckle: "Human kid...Well, your name is
Lu Yuan, isn't it? How about I call you A Yuan?"

"This is my honor, Lord Sage."

Lu Yuan smiled.

The Heavenly Underworld Saint smiled and said: "A Yuan, I know your strength
is good, but the emperor-level beasts after alienation are not weak, and they
may have some strange abilities. In addition... I want to remind you. There are
many alienated beasts and alienation phenomena in the upper layers of the
land of origin. If they are killed by the alienated beasts, they will be completely
dead and will not be reborn in the real world. Do you want to stay?"

Hearing this, Lu Yuan's eyes widened in surprise.

was killed by an alienated beast in the land of origin, but he wouldn't be
resurrected in the real world? !

There are many alienated beasts and alienation phenomena in the upper strata
of the origin?

Lu Yuan didn't know before. He asked Sister Qinghe about the upper strata of
Origin, but she didn't say much.

Didn't expect that there will be alienation phenomena and alienated beasts in
the upper level?

But why is there an alienation in the upper layer of the land of origin, this area
did not exist before, why is there a sudden alienation now?

Lu Yuan's heart is full of question marks.
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